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Controlling costs and increasing efficiencies are two
fundamental drivers for outsourcing of pharmaceutical
manufacturing. Use of integrated contract development
and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) that can
support projects from early-development phases through
commercial production reduces timelines and costs by
facilitating scale-up and technology transfer. With the
addition of Olon Ricerca Bioscience, Olon S.p.A. now offers
end-to-end support for the development and manufacture
of chemical APIs and intermediates.

BUILDING A BROADER SERVICE OFFERING
Olon S.p.A. is a world-leading advanced
intermediates and small-molecule active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) contract
development and manufacturing organization (CDMO) and generics supplier, with
headquarters and seven manufacturing
facilities located in Italy and one in Spain.
Our company also has subsidiaries in the
U.S. (Olon USA Inc.), Germany (Infa GmbH)
and China (P&R Shanghai—International
Trading Co. Ltd).
In June 2017, we significantly broadened
our service offering with the acquisition of
the Chemical Division of U.S. CDMO/contract research organization (CRO) Ricerca
Biosciences. The business was renamed
Olon Ricerca Bioscience LLC and continues to operate from its Concord, Ohio
location.
With the acquisition of this research and
manufacturing base in the U.S., Olon has
added new early-phase CDMO capabilities and expertise, while also gaining additional access to the American market. Olon
Ricerca Bioscience, in turn, has gained
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BIDIRECTIONAL BENEFITS

cal chemistry services (both stand-alone

The combination of the CRO/early-phase

A STRONG U.S. PRESENCE

and in support of projects) to fully support

CDMO services of Olon Ricerca Biosci-

Olon Ricerca Bioscience is recognized as

the drug development process — from pre-

ence in the U.S. and the late-stage and
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OLON GROUP, AS A
WHOLE, HAS THE ABILITY
TO SUPPORT CUSTOMERS
FROM EARLY-PHASE
DEVELOPMENT TO
COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION AND TO
PRODUCE MILLIGRAMS
TO TONS OF MATERIAL.

cial stability of the Olon Group and the
commitment of our owners to continued
growth make use even more appealing to

Integrating Purchasing
Operations

Olon’s purchasing activities are located
in Italy and China. The latter group is
responsible for sourcing raw materials for the
entire Olon group and consists of local people
who speak the native language and are capable of auditing suppliers to ensure quality. This
group was, however, previously familiar only
with sourcing raw materials for larger-volume
projects.
Olon Ricerca Bioscience requires much
smaller volumes of raw materials. In some
cases, material may need to be purchased
just one time for a specific project — and even
customer-ordered. Today, whenever possible, Olon-approved suppliers are now used

for raw materials purchased by Olon Ricerca
Bioscience. There are ongoing conversations
among the Ohio, Italy and China purchasing
groups to identify appropriate suppliers. For
raw materials that cannot be obtained from
pre-approved suppliers, the Chinese team is
involved in auditing potential vendors.

customers. They can be assured that any
projects started by the company will be
completed and that the same procedures
and quality systems are in place from the
earliest development stages through commercial manufacturing.
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a combined offer for potential customers.

The European CDMO business, mean-
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Exchanging information is crucial for this

while, benefits from not only the added
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ability to offer early-phase development

proach to customer service.

and effectively.

and manufacturing capabilities to its cus-

We also needed to migrate all of the Olon

tomers, but also the addition of the strong,
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ONE COMMERCIAL TEAM

stand-alone analytical services (i.e., impu-

tion technology and purchasing systems

Another aspect of our approach to the
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OVERCOMING INTEGRATION CHALLENGES
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management of global accounts and key

Acquisitions require integration, of course,

Ricerca Bioscience operations to ensure
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and whatever projects they are focused

development to commercial production

on, will be served by one commercial team
with knowledge of the offerings (technologies, capabilities and capacities) of Olon

and to produce milligrams to tons of mate-

The Five Strong Pillars include:

Ricerca Bioscience, the Olon CDMO group
in Europe and the Olon USA and European
generics businesses.

our generic API offerings to our standalone analytical services, because in

Quality On Time In Full (QOTIF)

For instance, one of our generic APIs with
minor modifications may be suitable as

Supporting customers from
R&D to commercial quantities

which could lead to significant cost and

mitted to forming long-term, risk-sharing,
Our management approach involves the
use of dedicated project teams that support each project from start to finish. This
approach allows for excellent communica-

A strong team-based project
management culture

a raw material for a new chemical entity
being developed by a potential customer,

partners with our customers and are comwin-win relationships.

many cases technologies and capabilities
in one area may be applicable in another.

strong financial stability of the company.
We are also interested in being strategic

Customers are presented with information about our full range of services, from

rial. These capabilities are backed by the

tion and the building of strong relationships between Olon scientists and our clients. We have, in fact, had many customers
that bring us repeat business, where cli-

Security of project information

ents specifically request the same project
teams.

time-saving. Similarly, it may be easier to

The security of customer information is

modify an existing analytical method rath-

absolutely essential. At Olon, we take this

Cost management

er than start from scratch.

issue seriously and have procedures in

Training of our commercial team is

place to ensure that security is maintained

underway to ensure that all members have

at all times. In addition to our dedicated

a detailed understanding of all of the capa-

project teams, we have separate teams for

bilities of the company as a whole.

our generics and contract manufacturing

In a similar vein, key account managers

Excellent customer service requires an

businesses. Our information technology

will be responsible for global accounts,

in-depth understanding of the customer’s

and informatics systems are also designed

with

teams

needs. Across the Olon Group, flexibility

to protect customer information. Further,

reporting to these centralized managers so

is also essential because projects may be

we cooperate with our customers to ensure

that an organized and comprehensive offer

initiated at any of our sites but require sup-

that appropriate measures are implement-

can be made for all worldwide services.

port from different or multiple locations.

ed to protect their information.

the

different

commercial

TRAINING OF OUR
COMMERCIAL TEAM IS
UNDERWAY TO ENSURE
THAT ALL MEMBERS
HAVE A DETAILED
UNDERSTANDING OF ALL
OF THE CAPABILITIES
OF THE COMPANY
AS A WHOLE.

Cooperation is, therefore, also fundamen-

Cost management is always an issue

tal to achieving QOTIF. Having the same

for any business and it is of particular

quality system across the entire group

concern today for the pharmaceutical

provides assurance to our customers that

industry. Because Olon is involved in the

their products will be produced to the

generics market, where competition is

same exacting standards throughout the

largely based on pricing, we have gained

lifetime of each project. On-time delivery,

experience in achieving cost-effective pro-

in essence, involves providing our custom-

duction methods. This experience is then

ers with the services they have asked for.

applied to projects implemented by our

Olon Group, as a whole, has the ability to support customers from early-phase

CRO/CDMO businesses to the benefit of
our customers.
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UNITED BY A FIVE STRONG PILLARS
APPROACH
The CDMO Division of the Olon group
has implemented a Five Strong Pillars
approach to ensure that we consistently
meet or exceed our customers’ expectations. Olon Ricerca Bioscience is in the
process of adopting this approach.

Luigi Trussardo is the CEO of Olon Ricerca Bioscience, a U.S.-based CRO
supporting the development and manufacture of APIs and performance
materials in support of clinical supply, market development and
commercial distribution. He has more than 30 years’ experience in the
pharmaceutical industry and healthcare business, working for multinational
companies in the fields of clinical diagnostic, medical devices and fine
chemical business. Luigi received a BS in biology from Milan University.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/luigi-trussardo-5465091/
Email luigi.trussardo@olonricerca.com
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